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ABSTRACT

An interactive, graphical proximity operations planning system has been developed which

allows on-site design of efficient, complex, multiburn maneuvers in the dynamic multispacecraft

environment about the space station. Maneuvering takes place in, as well as out of, the orbital

plane. The difficulty in planning such missions results from the unusual and counterintuitive char-

acter of relative orbital motion trajectories and complex operational constraints, which are both

time-varying and highly dependent on the mission scenario. This difficulty is greatly overcome by

visualizing the relative trajectories and the relevant constraints in an easily interpretable, graphical

format, which provides the operator with immediate feedback on design actions. The display

shows a perspective bird's-eye view of the space station and co-orbiting spacecraft on the

background of the station's orbital plane. The operator has control over two modes of operation:

(1) a viewing system mode, which enables him or her to "explore" the spatial situation about the

space station and thus choose and frame in on areas of interest; and (2) a trajectory design mode,

which allows the interactive "editing" of a series of way-points and maneuvering burns to obtain a

trajectory which complies with all operational constraints. Through a graphical interactive process,
the operator will continue to modify the trajectory design until all operational constraints are met.

The effectiveness of this display format in complex trajectory design is presently being evaluated in

an ongoing experimental program.

INTRODUCTION

The future space station environment will include a variety of spacecraft co-orbiting with

the space station in close vicinity. Mostly, these spacecraft will be "parked" in a stable location

with respect to space station, i.e., they will be on the same circular orbit. However, some missions

will require repositioning or transfers to and from these spacecraft. In these cases complex types of

maneuvers are anticipated which involve a variety of spacecraft which are not necessarily located at
stable locations and thus have relative motion between each other.

The multivehicle environment poses new requirements which do not exist in conventional

missions scenarios. The conventional scenarios involve proximity operations between only two

vehicles. In these two-spacecraft missions, the scenario is in most cases optimized and precom-

puted in advance, and executed at the time of the actual mission. However, since the set of possible
scenarios in a multivehicle environment is virtually unlimited, the future space station environment

will create scenarios which might not have been precomputed and will have to be planned and exe-

cuted on site. This will require an on-site planning tool which allows, through a fast interactive

process, the creation of a fuel-efficient maneuver which meets all constraints set by safety rules.
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Thedifficultiesencounteredinplanningandcarryingoutorbitalmaneuversoriginatefrom
severalcauses.Theftrstis thecounterintuitivecharacterof orbitalmotionsasexperiencedin a
relativereferenceframe.Theorbitalmotionsareexpressedin acoordinateframeattachedto the
spacestationandrepresentrelativeratherthanabsolutemotions.It wouldbeintuitively assumed
thatathrustin "forward"direction,i.e.,in thedirectionof theorbitalvelocityvector,wouldresult
in astraight-forwardmotion.However,afterseveralminutes,orbitalmechanicsforceswill domi-
natethemotionpatternandmovethespacecraft"upwards,"i.e., to ahigherorbit.Thiswill result
in abackwardsrelativemotion,sinceobjectsin ahigherorbitmoveslower.Thus,aforwardthrust
hasaneffectoppositefrom thatintended.

A secondcauseof thedifficulty is thedifferentandunconventionalwayin whichorbital
maneuveringcontrolforcesareapplied.In atmospheric flight, control forces are applied continu-

ously to correct for randomly appearing atmospheric disturbances, or to compensate for atmo-

spheric drag. In contrast, spaceflight in the absence of atmospheric disturbances has a near-

deterministic character. Therefore, spaceflight is mainly "unpowered" along a section of an orbit

with certain characteristics. By applying relatively short impulse-type maneuvering forces at a

given way-point, the characteristics of the orbit will be altered. After application of the maneuver-

ing force, the spacecraft will coast along on the revised orbit until the next way-point is reached.

Third, multivehicle orbital missions are subject to stringent safety constraints, such as

clearance from existing structures, allowable approach velocities, angles of departure and arrival,

and maneuvering burn restrictions due to plume impingement. Design of a fuel-efficient trajectory
which satisfies these constraints is a nontrivial task.

It is clear that visualization of the relative trajectories and control forces in an easily inter-

pretable graphical format will greatly improve the feel for orbital motions and control forces and

will provide direct feedback of the operator's control actions. Furthermore, visualization of the

constraints in a symbolic graphical format will enable an interactive graphical trajectory design in
which, in each iteration step, the design is modified until all constraints are satisfied.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE

Purpose of Orbital Planning System

The purpose of the interactive orbital planning system is to enable the operator to design an

efficient, complex, multiburn maneuver, subject to the stringent safety constraints of the future

dense space station traffic environment, which enables a chaser to rendezvous with a target space-

craft in a given timespan. The constraints include clearances from structures, relative velocities

between spacecraft, angles of departure and arrival, approach velocity, and plume impingement.

Because of the complexity and counterintuitiveness of orbital motion, and the demands to satisfy
strict safety rules and constraints, fuel-efficient trajectory design will be a complex and difficult

task. The basic idea underlying the system is to present the maneuver, as well as the relevant con-

straints, in an easily interpretable graphical format. This format provides operators with immediate

feedback on the results of design actions, and enables them to closely interact with the system. In

an iterative process, operators will keep changing the design until all constraints are met. The

methods for enabling interactive trajectory design and visualization of constraints are discussed in
detail hereafter.
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Illustrative Example of a Three-Burn Maneuver

An illustrative example of a three-burn maneuver is shown schematically in figure 1,

showing the situation in the orbital plane. Trajectory design can be greatly simplified by expressing

the positions and velocities of co-orbiting spacecraft relative to a space-station-based coordinate

system. This system x°y°z ° has its origin at the the center of mass of the station and is oriented

with the x°oy ° plane locally level with the surface of the Earth, with the x°-axis in the direction of

the station's orbital velocity vector and the z°-axis pointing towards the center of the Earth. Thus,

the x°oz ° plane constitutes the orbital plane. The section of the circular orbit s, followed by the

center-of-mass of the space station is called the "V-bar," and the radial line r, moving outwards

from the Earth center through the space station, is called the "R-bar." For the near environment of

the space station, the V-bar can be considered to be straight and to coincide with the x°-axis, and
the R-bar with the z°-axis.

The trajectory originates from relative position A at time t = to and is composed of two
way-points B and C, which specify the location in space station coordinates at which the chaser

spacecraft will pass at a given time. At a way-point the orbital maneuvering system or other reac-

tion control system can be activated, creating a thrust vector of given magnitude for a given dura-

tion, in a given direction in the orbital plane or out of the orbital plane. The duration of the bum is

considered very short in comparison with the total duration of the mission. In the orbital dynamics

computations this means that a maneuvering bum can be considered as a velocity impulse which
alters the direction and magnitude of the instantaneous orbital velocity vector of the spacecraft.

Since the initial location A is not necessarily a stationary point, the magnitude and direc-

tion of the relative velocity of the chaser at point A is determined by the parameters of its orbit. If

no maneuvering bum would be initiated at t = to, the chaser would continue to follow the relative

trajectory 1, subject to the parameters of its original orbit (see dotted line in fig. 1). However, a
maneuvering bum at t = to will alter the original orbit such that the chaser will follow the relative

trajectory 2, subject to the parameters of a new orbit.

In figure 1 Vl and _ indicate the relative velocity vector of the chaser just before and after

the maneuvering bum, respectively, where vI and v_2 are tangential to the relative trajectories 1

and 2, respectively. The vector difference between __Vland v_2, __a, is the velocity change initiated

by the burn, and corresponds with the direction and magnitude or duration at which the orbital

maneuvering system is activated. Likewise, at way-point B the burn v.b alters the orbit to orbit 3.

Location C is the terminal way-point and is, in this case, the location where the target will
arrive at t = tf. Since the target has an orbit of its own, orbit 4, it will have a terminal velocity at

t = tf. The relative velocity between target and chaser is the vector difference between _v_3 and v4,

Y.c.This vector determines the retrobum that is needed at the target location, in order to bring the
relative velocity between chaser and target to the minimum required for the docking operation.

Inverse Method of Solving Orbital Motion

Interactive trajectory design demands that the operator is given free control over the posi-

tioning of way-points. However, the input variables of the commonly used equations of orbital

motion, as given in reference 1 and derived from references 2-4, are the magnitude and direction

of the burn at t = to, rather than the position of way-points. Therefore an "inverse method" is
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requiredto computethevaluesof abumnecessaryto arriveatagivenway-pointpositionedbythe
operator.This methodisoutlinedhereafter.

Theequationsin reference1showhow theorbitalparametersof aco-orbitingspacecraft
canbecomputedfrom its momentarypositionandvelocities,relativeto thespacestation.Thus,for
agiveninitial relativeposition A with X(to), and an initial relative velocity V(to), at time t = to,
the relative position and velocities of a way-point at time t = tl can be computed. However, a

maneuvering burn at t = to will cause a change in the direction and magnitude of the relative

velocity vector v_(to). As a result, the position of the way-point at time tb x(q) will change as
well.

Consider Va and CZa to be the magnitude and direction of the velocity change due to the

maneuvering burn. Then the relative position and velocity at t = tl, _X(tl), will be a complex,

nonlinear function of Va and eta. Consider now that the operator is given direct control over Va and
eta by slaving these variables directly to the x and y motions of an input device such as a control

stick or mouse. An input in either x or y direction will result in a complex nonlinear motion pat-

tern of x_(tl). Furthermore, this motion pattern will change with the initial conditions. This

arrangement is highly undesirable in an interactive trajectory design process in which the operator

must have direct and unconstrained control over the positioning of way-points.

It is therefore essential to give the operator direct control over the position of way-points

rather than over the magnitude and direction of the burn. The inverse method by which this is

accomplished computes the magnitude and direction of the burn required to bring the spacecraft
from initial location x(to) to the way-point X(tl) at t = tl.

A Newton-Raphson method has been employed to solve this inverse problem. The operator
commands the position of a way-point by means of the x-y motions of the input device. The

algorithm starts with an initial guess of Va and eta. These values yield a computed way-point which

is usually different from the commanded one. At each program update the values of Va and eta are

adjusted to bring the computed way-point closer to the commanded one. On the average about three

to four iterations are required to bring the difference between the computed and commanded way-

point effectively to zero. As the operator moves the commanded way-point around in the orbital

plane, the algorithm "tracks" the commanded way-point by continuously making appropriate
adjustments in Va and eta. As a result of this continuous adjustment, the deviation between

commanded and computed way-point will remain relatively small and the Newton-Raphson

scheme will operate close to the optimum. The advantage of the Newton-Raphson scheme is that

convergence with this second-order technique is the best in the near vicinity of the optimum. Since

the program update rate is about 15 Hz, convergence is very fast and the computed way-point is
virtually indistinguishable from the commanded one.

The Active Way-Point Concept

Although a trajectory may be composed of several way -points, only one way-point at a

time, the active way-point, is controlled by the operator. The active way-point should be clearly

distinguishable from the other inactive points, by conspicuous marking, highlighting, or blinking.

While the position and time of arrival of the active way-point can be varied, the position and time

of arrival of all other way-points remains unchanged. However, variations in the active way-point
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will causechangesin thetrajectorysectionsandway-pointmaneuveringbumsjust precedingand
just following theactiveway-point.Theon-linesolutionof theinversealgorithmenablesthese
changesto bevisualizedalmostinstantaneouslyandprovidestheoperatorwith on-linefeedbackon
thedesignactions.

Althoughimpingementconstraintsandapproachvelocitylimits existfor all way-points,it
is usefulto limit thecomputationanddisplayof theseconstraintsto theactiveway-pointonly.This
arrangementsimplifiesandspeedsupsystemupdatecomputationsandminimizesthesymbology
shownon thedisplay.Thejustificationfor this is thattheoperator'sattentionis mainlyallocatedto
theactiveway-pointandits nearvicinity. In asubsequentdesigniteration,theoperatormayshift
theactivationto adifferentway-pointandagainverify whetherall constraintsaremet.

Sinceimpingementconstraintsandapproachvelocitylimits mainlyrelateto thetargetcraft,
it is usefultovisualizethepositionof thetargeton thetargettrajectory,correspondingto thetime
of arrivalattheactiveway-point.Like theactiveway-pointitself,thispositionshouldbeclearly
distinguishablefrom otherpointsaswell.

Way-Point Editing

The trajectory design process involves changes in existing way-points, addition of new

points, or deletion of existing undesired points. An illustrative example of this way-point editing

process is shown in figure 2. In the program the way-points are managed by a way-point stack,

which includes an up-to-date sequential list of the position x, the time of arrival t, and the relative

velocity v just after initiating the bum, of all way-points.

Figure 2a shows two way-points, the initial point Xo and the terminal point Xl. The initial

way-point is defined by the initial conditions of the situation and cannot be activated or changed by

the operator. The terminal way-point x 1 is thus the the active way-point which can be changed.

The corresponding way-point stack is shown on the right. The active way-point box is drawn in

bold. The relative velocity stack shows only the velocity Y.o, which is the required relative velocity

just after the burn at way-point 0, computed by the inverse algorithm, to reach point Xl at time tl.

Figure 2b shows the addition of a new way-point. This point is added half-way on the

trajectory section just preceding the active way-point. Thus its time of arrival is chosen to be
t = 0.5(ti + ti-1), where i in this case is 1 and relates to the stack before modification. The new

position, Xl and relative velocity, Vl are computed by the "forward" equations given in refer-

ence 1, by computing the orbital position at the new time t, using the existing orbital parameters
previously computed with Xo, Vo, and to. The newly computed way-point position, time and rela-

tive velocity are inserted between points 0 and 1 of the stack before modification and the new way-

point is chosen to be the active one. The dotted lines in figure 2 indicate variables which are trans-

ferred without modification and the encircled variables are the newly computed ones. It is impor-

tant to note that since the relative velocities _ and .Y.Vlare matched to the required way-points Xl

and x_2, respectively, the inverse algorithm does not need to make any adjustments.

Figure 2c shows the results of changes in the newly created way-point on the way-point

stack. Since _Xl and tl are varied, the relative velocity at way-point 0, Vo will be readjusted by the

inverse algorithm and likewise the relative velocity Vl.
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Figure2d showsthecreationof anadditionalnewway-point.Sincetheactiveway-point
prior to theadditionwaspoint 1,thenewpointis addedhalf-waybetweenpoint 0 and1andits
positionandrelativevelocity arecomputedwith theforwardmethod.Thenewvaluesareinserted
betweenpoints0 and 1of thestackbeforemodificationandthenewway-pointis againsetto be
theactiveone.

In figure2eway-point2 is activated.Apart from theshift in activeway-point,thestack
remainsunchanged.Thedottedlineshowsthethedirect-pathsectionbetweenpoint 1andpoint 3
without theintermediateburnatpoint2. Deletionof way-point2 will removethispointfrom the
stack,andafterthatclose the gap (fig. 2f). However vl has to be readjusted to fit the new direct-

path section. Starting from the old incorrect value of Vl, the adjustment is made iteratively and
on-line by the inverse algorithm.

Operational Constraints

The multispacecraft environment will require strict safety rules regarding the clearance from

existing structures. Thus, spatial "envelopes" can be defined through which the spacecraft is not

allowed to pass. These spatial constraints can be visualized on the display. The operator must be
able to make a clear judgment whether the planned trajectory clears the spatial constraint, or, he or

she must be able to decide whether to avoid the constraint through an in-plane or an out-of-plane
maneuver. However, the operator is not always able to make these judgments on the basis of one

perspective aerial view or one perspective projection. In this research a graphical enhancement is

used in which the spatial constraint is unambiguously presented on a time-axis display format. This
format and its advantages are discussed later.

Restrictions on angles of departure and arrival may originate from structural constraints at

the departure gate, or the orientation of the docking gate or grapple device at the target craft. Limits
for the allowable angles of departure or arrival can be visualized on the display. In addition, the

terminal approach velocity at the target might be limited by the characteristics of the grapple

mechanism or the docking procedure. Limits for the allowable terminal approach velocity can be
visualized as well.

Way-point maneuvering bums are subject to plume impingement constraints. Hot exhaust

gases of the orbital maneuvering systems may damage the reflecting surfaces of sensitive optical
equipment such as telescopes, infrared sensors, or solar panels, or may cause an undesired transfer

of momentum. Maneuvering bums towards these pieces of equipment are restricted in direction

and magnitude. Limits for the allowable direction and magnitude are a function of the distance to

the equipment and plume characteristics. These limits can be visualized on the display.

Flight safety requires that the relative velocity between spacecraft is subject to approach

velocity limits. In conventional docking procedures this limit was proportional to the range
(refs. 5-7). A commonly used rule of thumb is to limit the relative approach velocity to 0.1% of

the range per second. This conventional rule is quite conservative and originates from visual pro-
cedures in which large safety margins are taken into account to correct for human or system errors.

Although the future traffic environment will be more complex, and will therefore demand larger

safety margins, more advanced and reliable measurement and control systems will somewhat relax

these demands. The effect of these developments on the allowable approach velocity limits is at

present difficult to predict and so is the margin for human error to be taken into account.
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In thisstudy,therelativeapproachvelocityisdefinedasthecomponentof therelative
approachvelocityvectorbetweenthetwospacecraftalongtheirmutualline of sight.The limit on

this relative approach velocity is a function of the range between the spacecraft. This function will

depend on the environment, the task, and the reliability of measurement and control equipment,

and cannot be determined at this stage. In this study a simple proportional relation has been cho-

sen. The approach velocity limit is visualized on the display as a circle indicating the minimum

range between the two spacecraft allowed for the present approach velocity. If the target craft

appears within this circle, the approach velocity limit has been violated.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISPLAY

Graphics System and Layout of the Display Area

The system has been implemented on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 2400 Turbo Graphics

Workstation with 24 bitplanes of display memory and with a 19-inch, full-color display monitor

with a display resolution of 1024 by 767 pixels. The program is named "NAVIE," which is the

Hebrew word for prophet, after the prophet Elijah, who was characterized by providing trustwor-

thy future information. Operator interaction with the system is through a two-axis, three-button
mouse.

The layout of the display area is shown in figure 3. The display area has been divided into

four viewports. The main area 1 is 750 by 750 pixels and areas 2,3, and 4 are 230 by 230 pixels

each. Viewports 1, 3, and 4 provide information about the spatial situation about the space station,

trajectories, constraints, and orbital maneuvering fuel use; and viewport 2 includes an eight-button

function control panel.

Description of Program Control Modes

The program operates in two modes. The first one, the viewing system mode, relates to the
main display, which shows a perspective view of the space station and its surroundings on the

background of the station's orbital plane. In the viewing system mode, the operator is able to

"explore" the spatial situation about the space station and thus choose a viewpoint location and

viewing direction which focuses and "frames in" on the momentary area of interest. The second

mode is the trajectory design mode, in which way-points are selected, moved, added, and deleted

in order to obtain a multiburn trajectory which complies with the given set of constraints.

Viewing System Mode

The geometry of the viewing situation is shown in figure 4. The space-station-based coor-

dinate system is x°y°z ° with the x°-axis coinciding with the orbital velocity vector, and x°oz ° is

the orbital plane. Figure 4 shows the orientation of the viewing system xeyez e relative to the

space station system. The viewing system has its origin at point A, the xe-axis coincides with the

viewing direction and the image plane is perpendicular to the xe-axis with the screen axes yS and zs

parallel to ye and ze. Point B indicates the intersection of the viewing axis with the orbital plane.

Although the viewing system position, point A, and the angular orientation are defined by three
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displacementsandthreeangles,whichcanbeall controlledindependently,it isusefulto constrain
themotionto thefollowingthreetypes.

"Tethered" motion- In the first type of motion, the viewing system tethers about

point B, which is kept fixed on the orbital grid, while the distance d between points A and B,

which is the viewing range to point B, is kept constant. The tethered motion is controlled by the
angles _ and 0. The viewing axis x e and the axis ye are located at all times in the plane P

which passes through the point B and rotates about the line CC', which is parallel to the x°-axis,

the V-bar. The line BE is also located in the plane P and perpendicular to the line CC'. _ is the

angle between the y°-axis and the line BE, and 0 is the the angle between BE and the xe-axis.

Thus, the angles gt and 0 control the obliquity of viewing along the orbital plane in the z ° and x °

direction, respectively. This tethered type of motion is very useful for the following reasons.

(1) While the area of interest remains in the center of the display, it allows one to "explore" other
possible areas of interest by changing the angles gt and 0. (2) The line CC' will appear on the

screen at all times as a horizontal line through the center of the display and represents a line parallel
to the V-bar. Thus, while the viewing direction may change, the direction of the V-bar is at all

times recognizable as the horizontal line, passing through the center of the display.

Translational motion- The second type of motion relates to the position of point B in

the orbital plane. Here the x°z ° coordinates of point B are varied, while _, 0, and d are kept
constant. This translational type of motion enables the operator to move areas of interest to the
center of the display.

Rangin_ motion- In the third type of motion, all parameters are kept constant except for

the range d. This ranging type of motion is useful after areas of interest are located and brought
into the center of the display. "Ranging-in" on the area of interest allows this area to be studied in
more detail.

In the viewing system mode the operator has one-button control over the three types of

motion and can "toggle" in a closed sequence from tethered motion to translational motion to rang-

ing motion and back to tethered motion. The one-button control is useful since viewing system

operations are naturally performed in a sequence of three steps, where in the first step areas of
interest are searched for, in the second step the area localized during the search is moved to the

center of the display, and in the third step the area is ranged in on to obtain the required level of
detail.

Trajectory Design Mode

In the trajectory design mode, the operator has control over the selection, positioning, time

of arrival, addition, and deletion of the way-points which determine the trajectory. Two submodes
exist: the in-plane design mode and the out-of-plane design mode. In the in-plane mode the mouse

controls the x°z ° position of way-points, while the out-of-plane position yO remains unchanged,
whereas in the out-of-plane mode the opposite is the case.

The design process starts with an initial configuration of way-points. Usually there are ini-

tially two way-points, as in the way-point editing example. The terminal point x 1 is the active

way-point. Time of arrival at this active way-point is set to an initial value within the allowable time

span of the mission. The operator has the option to increase or decrease the time of arrival at any
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activeway-point.Thetimeof arrivalattheterminalway-pointis limitedto thetimespanof the
mission,andtheoneof anintermediateway-pointby thetimespansetbytheneighboringpoints.

As outlinedpreviously,aconventionis chosenin whichanewway-pointis addedhalf-
wayon thetimescale,on thetrajectorysectionprecedingtheactiveway-point.Thenewlyadded
way-pointbecomestheactiveoneandcanbemovedto anydesiredlocationandits timeof arrival
canbesetto anyvaluewithin thetimespandeterminedby theneighboringway-points.However,
in somecases,it is usefulto "slide"thenewway-pointalongthetrajectorysectionconnectingits
neighboringway-points.Thepositionon this trajectorysectionis thendeterminedby its timeof
arrivalonly. In thismodethe"locked-on-trajectory"mode,thetimeof arrival is slavedto the
y-motionsof themouse.

Thelocked-on-trajectorymodeisparticularlyusefulfor checkingwhetheroperationalcon-
straintsbetweenthespacecraftandthetarget,or othernonstationaryspacecraft,arebeingviolated.
As theoperatorslidestheway-pointalongthetrajectory,thecorrespondingtargetpositionslides
alongthetargettraceaswell; conflictingsituations,suchasatoocloseflyby, will berecognized
immediately.

Geometrical Enhancements; the "Time-Axis" Format

The purpose of these enhancements is to resolve ambiguities in the spatial situation by pro-

cessing the spatial information and presenting it in a different format. One such format is the time-

axis display which provides unambiguous qualitative and quantitative information about the out-of-

plane situation and the spatial constraints.

The basic idea of the time-axis format is demonstrated in figures 5a-c. From the perspec-

tive view of figure 5a alone, it cannot be clearly determined whether the spatial constraint is vio-
lated or how the trajectory should be planned to avoid it. The view along the z°-axis in figure 5b is

even less clear, because of the curved character of the trajectory. In the time-axis format of fig-

ure 5c, the out-of-plane deviation is plotted as a function of the traveled time along the path. The

spatial constraints are visualized as follows. At each point on the traveled time axis, at the corre-

sponding location on the trajectory, a line is placed perpendicular to the orbital plane. Sections of
this line which are within these constraints are identified and plotted on the time-axis display of

figure 5c as a set of vertical bars. Where the trajectory curve passes through these bars, the spatial
constraints have been violated. Reshaping of the in-plane trajectory will alter the size and location

of the constraint bars on the time-axis display. From the display it can be clearly determined
whether the constraint should be avoided through an in-plane or an out-of-plane maneuver.

The format of the time-axis display used in the program is shown in figure 6. The time-

axis is marked in quarters of an orbit. The shaded areas represent the nighttime section of the orbit.

Both the target and the chaser trajectories are shown. It should be noted however, that although the
chaser and target share the same time axis, they relate to different spatial trajectories. Therefore, the

spatial constraint bars relate to the chaser trajectory only.
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Symbolic Enhancements

Visualization of denarture constraints- Procedures at the departure gate might con-

strain the relative angle of departure and the magnitude of the departure burn. The in-plane con-
straints at the departure gate are illustrated in figure 7. The size of the burn vector is made propor-

tional to the burn magnitude, with a scale factor of 500-m length per 1-m/sec burn, on an orbital

grid with lines spaced 200 m apart. The departure constraints are satisfied if the burn vector is

within the solid "bracketed" arc. This arc is specified by the arc center angle _o, the arc aperture
_,, and the arc radius e. Note that maneuvering burns are expressed in terms of a velocity change

rather than of a thrust force. The actual duration and thrust force of the burn depends on the space-
craft mass and the thruster characteristics.

In order to keep the display free from unnecessary symbology, it is useful to present the

constraint only when it is close to being violated. If the burn vector is within the area enclosed by
the dotted line in figure 7, the constraint is not drawn. The radius of the dotted arc is 80% of e,

and the aperture angle is 10 ° smaller than y.

It should be noted that the situation in figure 7 relates to a stationary departure gate. The

spacecraft trajectory in this case is aligned with the bum vector. For a departure gate which moves

with respect to the space station system, this will not be the case. In this case the burn vector will

signify the relative direction of departure with respect to the moving gate, rather than with respect

to the space station. But this vector is subject to the departure constraints and not the velocity

vector of the trajectory, which is relative to the space station. Therefore, the symbology is valid for

departure from a stationary as well as a nonstationary gate.

The out-of-plane constraint at the departure gate is illustrated in figure 6. The initial out-of-
plane component of the burn vector has to be within the impingement constraint brackets. The out-

of-plane burn scale factor is 500-m length per 1-m/sec burn. If the burn magnitude is less than
80% of the allowed maximum value, the constraint is not drawn.

Visualization of arrival constraints- The arrival procedures constrain the angle and

magnitude of the terminal velocity vector relative to the arrival gate. The in-plane constraints at the

arrival gate are visualized in figure 8. The scale factor f r the relative terminal velocity vector is

500-m length per 1-m/sec terminal velocity. The arrival constraints are satisfied if this vector is
within the solid arrival arc. This arc is specified by the arc center angle So, the arc aperture 5, and

the arc radius 1"1.The arrival arc is visualized at all times.

The out-of-plane limits on the terminal approach velocity are depicted in figure 6. The

approach velocity has to be within the constraint brackets. If the velocity is less than 80% of the
allowed maximum value, the constraint is not drawn.

Visualization of plume impingement constraints- Plume impingement constraints

limit the magnitude and direction of maneuvering burns. The in-plane impingement constraints of a

burn given at a way-point towards the target are illustrated in figure 9. The burn-vector symbol,

whose size is proportional to the magnitude of the burn, is not allowed to cross the bracketed
impingement constraint arc with aperture [3 and radius c. The variables [3 and _ are a function

of the distance between way-point and target IAXI = IXT N X I, whose function depends on the

characteristics of plume and target. In this example, B is chosen to be constant and _ propor-
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tional to Imxl.If theburnvectordoesnotcrossthedottedbracketedarc,theconstraintis not
drawn.Theradiusof thedottedarcis again80%of _ andtheapertureangleis 10° largerthan 13.

Visualization of the aooroach velocity constraint- The method of visualizing the

relative approach velocity limit isshown in figure 10. The relative approach velocity of the chaser

towards the target is given by the vector Av = v - VT. The line-of-sight vector of the chaser

towards the target is Ax = XT - X. The relative approach velocity vector Y.r is the projection of

Av on Ax and is given by

V_.r= (AvTAx)Ax_flAxI 2 (1)

where T denotes the transpose, or inner product. The limit on I_rl is a function of the distance

between chaser and target IAxl. In this example, a simple proportional relationship has been

chosen. Thus, for a given approach velocity ly_rl,the allowable range p can be computed and

visualized by a circle centered about the chaser's position. The approach velocity constraint is vio-

lated when the target is located within this circle. The circle is visualized when p is greater than

80% of IAxl.

Orbital fuel use- The orbital fuel use is displayed in viewport 4. The orbital fuel is

expressed in total m/sec velocity change rather than kg fuel mass. The actually spent fuel mass

depends on the spacecraft and the thruster characteristics and will be proportional to the total
velocity change. A fuel dial is shown which indicates the percentage of fuel remaining from the
total amount allowed for the mission. The remaining fuel is indicated by a yellow sector, and fuel

use in excess of the allowed amount is indicated by this sector turning red. In addition to the fuel

dial, the percentage of fuel left and total fuel use are displayed numerically.

Tra iectorv time markers- Along the chaser and the target trajectories, time markers are

placed at re_alar intervals. The time marker is a small bar, perpendicular to the trajectory, provided
with a number which indicates the time in minutes after starting the maneuver. Special care is given

to the automatic reposidoning of the numericals after a viewing system change. The numericals are

placed such that they do not "clutter" the trajectory and clearly point to the corresponding time
marker.

Computational Enhancements

Computation of the relative trajectories is a time-consuming process, which, if done at each

program update, will result in an unacceptable low update rate, jerky motions, and poor control

over the positioning of a way-point. This can be prevented by disabling the trajectory computations

and starting them only after the operator has completed the positioning of a way-point. At each

program update interval, the x and y output values of the mouse are compared with the values from

the previous step. If no change has taken place, a timer is initiated. The trajectory computations are
started 0.3 sec after initiating the timer. After the trajectory is computed, the computed values are

stored and displayed and no further computations will take place until the next change in way-point

position. The 0.3 sec delay is essential for assuring that the operator has completed the positioning

process. Often, small corrections are made after the way-point has been moved the first time.
Experience has shown that, in most cases, no more changes are made after a 0.3 sec delay.

Sometimes subsequent changes are made after the operator has reviewed the position. These
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changesareseldommadeearlierthan0.5secafterthelastchangeandthis is afterthetrajectoryhas
beenrecomputed.

It shouldbenotedthatalthoughthetrajectorycomputationsaresubjectto delay, this is not
the case with the computation of variables which relate to the way-points themselves, such as

maneuvering burn vectors, relative velocity vectors, and operational constraints. The computation

of these variables is less time-consuming and is done at each program update interval. Continuous
update of these variables is essential in order to give the operator immediate feedback of the effect

of a certain design action on maneuvering bums or approach velocities.

DISCUSSION

The proposed interactive orbital planning system should be seen as a preliminary step in
determining the display format which will be useful in the dense space station environment. The

examples shown here deal with the most general situation, which involves departures from, and

arrival at, nonstationary locations. However, most of the co-orbiting spacecraft are likely to be

"parked" on the V-bar, and thus at stationary positions. Missions with spacecraft at nonstationary

positions and substantial out-of-plane motion thus represent a worst-case situation, and are chosen

here to demonstrate the capabilities of interactive graphical trajectory design, rather than represent-
ing the common type of maneuver to be executed at the station.

Likewise, it is hard to predict whether the constraints used here will be relevant and realistic

in the future space station environment. They predict in a broad sense the type of restrictions which

are expected in the multivehicle environment, e.g., limitations on approach rates, plume impinge-

ment, and clearance from structures. It is also likely that the future environment will pose different
constraints, which might originate from the specific character of a mission, like a specific scenario

in which a telescope or manufacturing platform is approached and serviced.

A further restriction of the display relates to the way the orbital maneuvering system is acti-
vated. Only pure impulse maneuvering burns are considered, in which the duration of the burn is

negligible with respect to the duration of the mission and in which these bums cause major changes
in the relative trajectories. Station-keeping or fly-by missions, however, require a more sustained

type of activation, such as periodic small bums with intervals of several seconds over a time span

of several minutes. A more distributed way of activating the orbital maneuvering system can be

introduced in which the operator has control over the frequency and time span of the activation.
Ways should be found which enable this type of control to be activated and visualized.

A last restriction relates to the way the spatial trajectory is visualized. The perspective main

view shows the projection of the actual trajectory on the orbital plane, rather than the trajectory

itself. The reason for this is two-fold. The orbital trajectory, with its typical cycloidal shape, when
shown without lines projected on the orbital reference plane is ambiguous and might seem to bend

out of the orbital plane. This illusion results from the viewer's familiarity with objects such as a

coil spring and has first been reported in reference 8. Therefore, the trajectory cannot be shown

without its projection on the orbital plane. Second, the symbolic enhancements and burn vectors

relate to the in-plane motion and match with the trajectory projection on the orbital plane. Thus,

both the trajectory and its projection should actually be visualized. However, in a perspective plan
view, i.e., viewed along the y°-axis, both the trajectory and its projection on the orbital plane will
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showup asseparatecurveswhichmightbehighlyconfusing.Thereforeacompromisehasbeen
sought,in whichtheprojectionis showntogetherwith "pedestals"placedattheway-points
orthogonalto theorbitalplane,whichmarktheactualtrajectoryat theway-points.

In spiteof theserestrictions,theproposeddisplayclearlydemonstratestheusefulnessof
interactivegraphicaltrajectorydesign.Theuseof thegraphical,symbolical,andcomputational
enhancementsindicatesthedirectionin whichasolutionfor amultivehicleenvironmentdisplay
shouldbesought.A still-unansweredquestionrelatesto thedegreeof automatizationwhich should
beintroducedin thedisplay.Partsof themissioncouldbeperformedthroughtheuseof optimiza-
tion techniques,e.g.,to find thefuel-optimalway-pointwhichclearsa spatialconstraintin partof
themission,or to find away-pointwhichsatisfiestheterminalconstraints.However,sincethe
solutionspaceof acomplexsituationis virtually infinite,it isyet doubtfulwhetherthismissioncan
beperformedentirelyautomatically.It is thereforeexpectedthatfrequentlyoccurringroutineoper-
ations,suchassearchingthelocalsolutionspacefor theoptimallocationof away-point,mightbe
handedoverto anoptimizationscheme.Thesesolutionscanbereviewedbytheoperator,and
manuallychangedif necessary.

In apresentlyongoingexperimentalprogram,operatorsarecarryingouta seriesof design
missionswhichvary in complexityandconstraints.In atutorial session,theoperatorsarefirst
familiarizedwith theorbitalmotions,orbitalcontrolmethods,operationalconstraints,andthe
systemcontrolfunctionsof theviewing systemmotionsandway-pointeditingprocess.Each
operatoractionis time-markedandrecorded.Statisticsof theviewing systemactionswill show
"preferred"viewing situationsfor eachcondition.Reviewof thetrajectorydesignactionsmight
identifytheexistenceof heuristicdesignruleswhichmightbeutilizedin automateddesign
schemes.
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